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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for the opportunity to review this manuscript of a retrospective study of palliative care practices in one region of Italy. My comments are as follows:

Title:
The title is unclear, consider a title that more clearly represents the study.

Abstract:

Page 1, Line 14: I would suggest "geriatric settings" is replaced with something like long-term care settings for older people.

Page 1, Line 21: "NH" change to "Nursing Home (NH)"

Throughout abstract: numbers ten and below to be written e.g. 7 should be seven.

Page 1, line 36: change "was" to "were"

Abstract conclusions: see my comment in the conclusions and implications section. I am not clear that this manuscript has sufficient evidence to link findings to "insufficient acknowledgement of the inappropriateness of some drugs and interventions and health professionals fears and prejudices regarding critical end of life decisions".

Introduction:

Comments for the introduction are related to language. I have made some suggestions for changes below.

Page 2 line 8: The word "decay" should be changed to "decline".

Line 10: "severe disability" could be amended to "increasing severity of physical and cognitive disabilities"

Line 15: Suggest reference to "survive for years" is removed.

Line 20 - 23: "Thus, for most of their residents, NHs are or should be hospices in all respects."
sentence needs reworking. It is important nursing home facilities can to provide palliative care or have access to palliative care service, not that they should become hospices.

Line 25: see above comment on use of "geriatric settings"

Line 32: "lack of communication with relatives who fail to accept the approaching death" should be reworded to something like "lack of communication with family members who are not ready to accept their relative is dying"

Line 35: "lack of competence of non-qualified personal together with a limited number of nurses" consider rewording to something like "non-qualified personnel who have received little training in palliative care and have limited access to qualified nurses"

Line 40: Consider changing "they probably" to "may".

Page 3

Line 16: "staffs" change to "staff"

Line 16/18 "law-defined" could be "regulatory requirement"

Line 36: "loss of all intelligible vocabulary" suggest this is changed to something like "severely impaired vocabulary abilities".

Page 4

Line 14: "like" change to "such as"

Results:

Table 1: Data in row 2 (Age at NH admission) appears to be in the wrong cells.

Discussion

Page 7

Line 16- 19: It is important that appropriate transfers to hospital are not seen as unnecessary for people with dementia. As such, consider rewording "as hospitalization is of limited clinical benefit and for advanced dementia patients it is considered aggressive" to something like "for people with advanced dementia, hospitalization can be aggressive and may be of limited clinical benefit."

Line 29: "showed ample space" amend to "demonstrated scope"

Line 38: "useless" change to "ineffective"

Page 8

Line 38 "drawn up" change to "in place"
Line 38: "some totally unjustifiable resuscitation attempts were carried out" I am unclear how the authors have concluded the attempts were unjustifiable. Please provide further explanation for this statement.

Line 46: "takes a drastic downturn" amend to something like "rapidly declines"

Line 53 to page 9 line 7: I found this sentence difficult to follow, please reword.

Page 9

Line 14-15: "the poor attitude toward implementing advance care plans and the scarcity of guardians and/or surrogates." I was unclear from the data presented, how the authors had arrived at this statement. Please provide additional evidence or clarify how this interpretation links to the evidence presented.

Line 38: "investments for improvement" could the authors elaborate on what they mean by this term.

Line 50: "is" change to "are"

Conclusions and Implications

Page 10

Line 48 "elements that are holding up a" consider changing to "barriers to"

Line 50 - 56: "In particular, insufficient acknowledgement of the inappropriateness of some drugs and interventions, and health professionals' (in particular, physicians) fears and prejudices regarding critical end-of-life decisions". I am not convinced that the data presented in this paper supports this conclusion.

Line 61 Page 11 line 4 "intense changes to NH staff culture and popular culture" This sentence needs rewording and remove the reference to popular culture.

I would like to wish the authors all the best with their submission.
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